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The Leader as 
Revolutionary

cc: Bruno Boutot - https://www.flickr.com/photos/41894170549@N01

Educator as a leader 
of transformation

Porter-O’Grady & Malloch, 2018, p. 505-507 



• Vision statement for transformation
• Collect data to validate
• Make non-responding a non-choice
• Illustrate forces at play
• Make it compelling

cc: Rosmarie Voegtli - https://www.flickr.com/photos/94212497@N00

Create an Argument for 
Revolution



Build the 
Conspiracy

• Find your 
tribe

• Don’t keep it 
a secret

• Use cross 
pollination



Be Strategic, 
Be Patient

• No enemies, only those not a 
part of it yet

• Bring stakeholders on board
• Know your politics
• Become a good translator
• WIIFM

cc: __MaRiNa__ - https://www.flickr.com/photos/95011179@N08



Seek out Significant Champions

cc: Christiana Care - https://www.flickr.com/photos/28142983@N07

• Celebrate success that moves 
transformation along

• Do the Cha-cha!!
• Transformation is like a relay race



Make Sure Small  
Successes Occur 
Early and Often!

• Small wins = momentum
• Movement is motivation
• Gives champions fuel to 

overcome objections

cc: Walt Stoneburner - https://www.flickr.com/photos/8404611@N06



Make Transformation Main Stream



Conspiracy 
becomes the 
new reality

Conspirators work 
shifts to:
• Redefining work
• Retooling workplace
• Create process, policy 
and  structures that 
support new ways of 
being



Rogers, E.M. (2003). Diffusion of Innovations, (5th ed.) [Kindle Edition]. New York: Free Press.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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WHAT IS EVIDENCE BASED-INNOVATION?

cc: masondan - https://www.flickr.com/photos/35935741@N07



The relationship between 
evidence & innovation is 
dynamic and critical to 

understanding the 
multidimensional nature of 

both processes



Photo Credit: Samuel West. 
Retrieved from:  http://www.businessinsider.com/products-that-flopped-in-sweden-museum-of-failure-2017-4/



Dynamic change built on a 
foundation of knowledge 

and experience rather than 
change for change sake



Photo Credit: Samuel West 
Retrieved from: http://www.businessinsider.com/products-that-flopped-in-sweden-museum-of-failure-2017-4/



As leaders and 
professionals we need to 
understand how to adjust 

our practice to meet 
changing environmental 

demands



Photo Credit: Samuel West 
Retrieved from: http://www.businessinsider.com/products-that-flopped-in-sweden-museum-of-failure-2017-4/



Know your organization: 
Identity, brand, mission, 

values and the relationship 
with those you serve



Photo Credit: Samuel West 
Retrieved from: http://www.businessinsider.com/products-that-flopped-in-sweden-museum-of-failure-2017-4/



So, what does this have to 
do with Nursing Eduction?



cc: Christiana Care - https://www.flickr.com/photos/28142983@N07

EVERYTHING…



cc: Marc Wathieu - https://www.flickr.com/photos/88133570@N00



cc: Leshaines123 - https://www.flickr.com/photos/46018453@N06

Adapted from: Weberg & Davidson, 2019, p. 80
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cc: Yuya Tamai - https://www.flickr.com/photos/76758469@N00

Patterns of Meaning: Themes that exist in an 
organization and shape the day to day 

experiences of being in the organization
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Rhetorical Device Traditional
Hierarchical

Complex Relational

Influence Path of a 
Conversation

Let’s stay on target 
here

What might this look like?

Destabilize There is no appetite 
for this

Does this process add value?

Construct Urgency There is a short 
turnaround

The faster we share this with 
other teams, the sooner all 
patients will benefit

Metaphor Organization as 
machine

Organization as conversation

Irony Doing more with 
less

Focusing on what works 
helps us find the energy to 
fix what is wrong

Influence Beliefs About 
What is True/Real

Evidence shows… This worked for us…

Weberg & Davidson, 2019, p. 92
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cc: kevin dooley - https://www.flickr.com/photos/12836528@N00

Ways of Listening Characteristics/Quality
I already know that Downloading. We listen to re-confirm habitual 

beliefs, judgements and values. We deny/discount 
what does not fit with what we already know.

Wow, look at that! Object-focused listening. Paying attention to facts 
and novel data that disconfirms current ways or 
thinking/doing. Empirical and cognitive in nature 
(objective).

I know how you 
feel

Empathic listening. Real dialogue; we are less 
aware of our own agenda and focused more on 
connecting with the other person.

I can’t describe it, 
but I feel I am part 
of something 
larger

Emergent listening. Generative and focused on 
the emerging edge of the present moment. 
Listening from a state of flow or grace. Authentic, 
coming-into being.

Weberg & Davidson, 2019, p. 93
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CO-CREATION & LOCAL MEANING MAKING



cc: Paul Albertella - https://www.flickr.com/photos/73915715@N00

PRACTICE-BASED EVIDENCE

EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE



cc: Alex Knight - https://unsplash.com/@agkdesign?utm_source=haikudeck&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=api-credit
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